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1

NEW FUNCTIONALITY VIA DATA UPDATE

Even more than forty years after the advent of software engineering, we are still faced with an
industry reliant on human labour. Most research (including genetic improvement GI [61], [31], [50])
concentrates on the code itself. There has been relatively little effort in automating other aspects of
software development such as parameters embedded in the software. We wish to find a radically
new automatic approach to maintaining the numeric and data components of software, which will
yield an increase in human productivity, giving rise to both cost savings and also significantly
reducing delays in introducing new system components.
We provide a small number of examples of converting existing mathematical functions into new
ones. These can be viewed mostly as a demonstration of what evolution can do. We hope that they
will encourage future research.
2

MAINTAINING NUMBERS WITHIN CODE

Many programs contain embedded parameters. Typically these are numeric values, often float or
double, but also integers, e.g. the GNU C library contains more than a million integer constants
(see Figure 1, also [34]). In many cases these parameters relate to the software itself or to simple
facts which are unlikely to change during the program’s lifetime or period of active use. However,
many others ought to be updated. This maintenance problem has been known for a long time
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Fig. 1. The GNU C library, excluding test suite, contains 1 202 711 integer constants. Zero is the most common,
occurring a total of 141,874 times, followed by 1 (19 203) and -1 (6 479). Every integer between -28 and 40 956
occurs at least once. To avoid overlap, positive and negative values are slightly offset vertically.

(Martin and Osborne, 1983 [45, Section 6.8, page 24, Hard Coded Parameters Which Are Subject To
Change]).
Parameters may relate to heuristics within the code, which the developer chose before contact
with real users. Their values perhaps should have been updated shortly after first release. Also
values (e.g. those relating to memory or array sizes) may need updating due to operating on new
hardware, as well as to changes in patterns of use. Other parameters can relate to the problem itself.
For example, chemical reaction rate constants in ozone layer simulations [11]. In some cases the
exact numerical values are critical [11]. Some physical values are known with very high precision,
but for others the state of scientific knowledge can improve over the operational life of the program.
For example, the ViennaRNA package [39] contains more than 50 000 energy binding values. These
are derived from scientific measurements of RNA molecules. Even so, during the relatively short
life of this suite of C programs, knowledge has moved on and various newer versions of these
parameters are available. Recently [38] we showed genetic improvement (GI) could be used to adapt
these 50 000 int values. (The GI values have been distributed with ViennaRNA since version 2.4.5.)
In [38] we used custom mutation and crossover operators to evolve compile time constants within
the C source code. Evolution took about five days (rather than a few minutes or seconds in the
following examples, Sections 5, 6 and 7) to find a new program which on thousands of real examples
gave predictions which were on average 11% more accurate. (Although some were worse, most
were unchanged or better.) Notice that there were no changes to the code. Only data were changed.
As computing is now mature, maintaining software has become the dominant cost. (Marounek [44,
page 51] quotes figures of more than 90% of total cost.) Moreover, software maintenance routinely
requires highly skilled experts [15, page 65]. Yet a recent survey [46] starts by saying “a relatively
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small amount [of search based software engineering (SBSE) research] is related to software maintenance”, whilst de Freitas and de Souza [14] do not give a breakdown of the SBSE literature on
software maintenance. Indeed it appears that maintaining embedded constants within existing
packages has received little attention so far. For example, Butler, e.g. [10], considers the maintenance
impact of names given to constants in Java source code, but not how to maintain their values.
Similarly, Tiella and Ceccato [58] consider how to hide constant values, but not how to update
them.
There is some research on parameter tuning, e.g. the ParamILS1 and irace2 tools. However, there
is scarcely any on updating parameters in the code that are not specifically exposed to the user
for tuning. The deep parameter tuning work by Wu et al. [67] being the first known example,
where they optimised for runtime and memory consumption. Unlike Wu et al. [67], we focus on
adapting numerical values. Previous work on evolving new features using GI, either transplanted
portions of one program to another, Marginean et al. [4, 42], or used our grow-and-graft approach
[18, 20, 25, 30]. Marginean et al.’s highly innovative source code transplantation allows automatic
transfer of source code. For example, additional features not currently in the popular open source
C++ editor Kate (such as source code indentation and C call graph layout) were taken from existing
open source code, and using TXL, automatically grafted into Kate. Genetic programming was used
to automatically match variables in the host and donor source code. Grow-and-graft evolves the
new functionality separately (rather than taking it from human written open source code) and
then adds it to existing code (as with automated software transplantation). For example, Pidgin is a
large mature open source instant messaging system written in C. Externally we evolved (“grew”)
a module which, using Google Translate, translated English text into Portuguese and Korean.
This was automatically “grafted” into Pidgin. Our approach here does not require additional code,
just changes within the existing code base. Although here code changes are required, we seek to
encourage research into automated update of embedded data with a few examples.
3

GI CREATING NEW FUNCTIONALITY WITH DATA CHANGES

Most Genetic Improvement research [23, 26, 48–50] has applied evolution to program code. Usually
source code, but also byte code [47], assembler [53] and even machine code [54] have been optimised.
A suitable fitness function is essential for such directed evolution. The fitness function may consider
functionality (as here) and/or non-functional properties, such as run-time, energy [6, 9, 52, 62] or
even memory [67] consumption. In [37] we considered the problems of using physical measurements
as part of the fitness measure for GI (see also [55]). We apply search based techniques [19] directly
to data values embedded inside the source code, with a view to create new functionality rather
than to improve existing functionality (see Table 1).
In the next section (4) we describe how an existing open source C function within the GNU
C mathematics library implements double precision sqrt using Newton-Raphson. Section 5, cbrt,
Section 6, log2, and Section 7, invsqrt, present evolving 512 or 1024 constants to give mathematical
functions. Sections 5.3, 6.4 and 7.4 find accuracy is typically better than one bit in the IEEE 754
double precision representation, Figure 2, and is never worse than double precision requirements.
Additional motivation, discussion of limitations and possible extensions in Section 8 are followed by
conclusions (Section 9), in which we suggest there is a great need for research into both automated
data update and data transplantation.

1 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/beta/Projects/ParamILS/
2 http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/irace/
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Table 1. Applying Genetic Improvement to Data Embedded in Source Code

• Establish goal
For example, do we wish to maintain an existing program so that it gives better answers
(a functional change). Or do we need to ensure it retains its behaviour (non-functional change)
but is better in some measurable way? E.g., it is quicker. Alternatively do we want to transform
it to do something different?
• Locate data to be updated and program test cases.
– Define optimisation objective measure.
The objective fitness function will be driven by the goal. Although subjective user driven
improvement, via interactive evolution [57] could be considered, mostly we refer to automatic
optimisation, which requires one or more metrics to drive the search.
Remember that the point of the fitness function is to guide search, not to prove that a trial
solution is correct. As the fitness function is used many times, it may be better to delay
validation until after the search. It may help to subsample the available test data and only use
a small random sample, which can be changed during search. Similarly, if run time depends
on the program’s input data it may be better to choose multiple input data which give short
run times rather than sampling uniformly. That is, it may be better to delay uniform sampling
until the post-optimisation validation stage. If test case data are to be used to validate the
optimised program, remember, to avoid over fitting, to keep a clear separation from input
data used for training and input data used for validation [13].
– Define representation.
What type of embedded data are you hoping to optimise? Is it homogeneous? Does it have
special properties (e.g. multiple of 10, symmetric matrices)?
Can you operate directly on the embedded data, or would an intermediate representation
help?
– Choose search operator(s).
If the embedded data are continuous and homogeneous, will Gaussian mutation be sufficient?
If a mixture of float and Boolean, will a problem specific search operator be needed? Is there
structure in the source code data which can be exploited?
Will a crossover operator help by mixing together good parts of different solutions?
Where problems are new, it may be worth using multiple different mutation and crossover
operators. It may be that the loss in search efficiency from not using the “correct” “optimal”
search operator(s) is small.
– Choose optimisation tool.
Obviously the above choices interact. It may be sensible to choose a representation, a tool, etc.
that you are familiar with and trust rather than starting by seeking optimal choices.
• Apply optimisation tool
• Evaluate results.
If the results are not satisfactory, locate the problem and reiterate the corresponding steps
above. Otherwise stop.

4

AUTOMATED PARAMETER TUNING FOR EVOLVING NEW FUNCTIONALITY

Although
there are analytic approaches, all three double precision mathematical functions (cube
√
root 3 x, binary logarithm log2 , Section 6, and and reciprocal square root x −1/2 , Section 7) are based
on an existing open source C implementation of the square root function and then using minimal
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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Fig. 2. IEEE 754 Double-precision floating-point format (Wikipedia). Notice sign (bit 63, light blue) is zero for
positive numbers.

manual code changes plus artificial evolution (in the form of CMA-ES [17]) to mutate 512 or 1024
constant values for square root into those needed for the new function.
The GNU C library (https://www.gnu.org/s/libc/, 1 250 944 lines of code) contains many implementations of the square root function (sqrt). Most simply call the underlying hardware’s square
root function. However some versions of the PowerPC do not have sqrt implemented in hardware.
For these the GNU library (sysdeps/powerpc/fpu) provides a C implementation based on table
lookup and Newton-Raphson approximation [43]. The GNU implementation exploits the format of
double precision numbers and Newton-Raphson’s rapid convergence to give an efficient double
precision implementation of sqrt which does not need special hardware. This version of √
sqrt() was
selected for use as the start for table-based C implementations of the cube root cbrt() 3 x, log2()
and invsqrt() x −1/2 double precision functions.
4.1

Newton-Raphson

Newton-Raphson, invented by Sir Isaac Newton and refined by Joseph Raphson, is an iterative
approximation method for finding the roots of continuous differentiable functions. Essentially we
start with an initial guess x 1 for where the root is (see Figure 3). (These start points are hard coded
float constants in glibc’s table-based sqrt.) At x 1 we calculate the value of the function f (x 1 ). If
we were spot on with our initial guess f (x 1 ) = 0 and so the root we seek is x 1 and we can stop.
Typically we test f (x 1 ) and if it is sufficiently close to zero we stop. If not, we use the value of
f (x 1 ) and its derivative f ′(x 1 ) (sloping red line in Figure 3) to make a new estimate x 2 of where the
f (x )
root is, x 2 = x 1 − f ′ (x11 ) . Again we test f (x 2 ) to see if x 2 is sufficiently close and we should stop. In
general x n+1 = x n −
4.2

f (x n )
f ′ (x n )

and we test each new f (x n ) until we get a sufficiently accurate answer.

GNU C Library sqrt’s use of Newton-Raphson

The table driven PowerPC version
of sqrt, e_sqrt.c, Appendix A, uses the format of double precision
√
numbers (Figure 4). Since 2k = 2k/2 , to find the square root of the exponent part of x, e_sqrt.c
uses a shift right operation to divide the exponent by two. Secondly it treats the least significant bit
of the exponent plus the fractional part as the normalised version of x lying between 0.5 and 2.0.
e_sqrt.c uses the top nine bits of the normalised number as an index into a table of 512 pairs
of floating point numbers. The first of each pair is used as a start point for the Newton-Raphson
1
method to find a root of f (x) = x 2 − a (where a is the input to sqrt, i.e. we seek x = a 2 ).
As described above in Section 4.1, Newton’s method requires repeated division by the derivative.
The derivative of f (x) is f ′(x) = 2x. For speed e_sqrt.c uses the second of each pair of entries in the
table to store the first estimate of the reciprocal of the derivative, i.e. 1/2x. By using the reciprocal,
the division can be replaced by a (faster) multiplication. Newton-Raphson is also applied to the
estimate of the reciprocal of the derivative. e_sqrt.c says its sqrt “consists of two interleaved NewtonRaphson approximations, one to find the actual square root, and one to find its reciprocal without
the expense of a division operation. The tricky bit here is the use of the PowerPC multiply-add
operation to get the required accuracy with high speed.” Appendix A.
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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Fig. 3. First iteration of Newton-Raphson (Wikipedia). f ′ (x 1 ) is the derivative of f at x 1 (i.e. the tangent, thin
f (x )
red line). Following the tangent at x 1 to where it crosses the horizontal line y = 0, gives x 2 . x 2 = x 1 − f ′ (x1 ) .
1
In this example x 2 is closer than x 1 to the root (where thick blue line representing f (x) crosses the line y = 0).
f (x )
Next iteration we start at x 2 and calculate x 3 = x 2 − f ′ (x2 ) . In this example x 3 over shoots but x 4 is close and
2
x 5 is almost exact. For reasonable functions Newton-Raphson converges to the root quadratically fast.

sign=0
9 bit index into 512 item table
__t_sqrt
start x start 1/2x
Division by 2
right shift by 1 bit

9 bit index into
512 item table

Fig. 4. Left: e_sqrt.c, Appendix A, uses right shift of exponent of positive double (bit 63 = 0) to a) divide
exponent by two and b) merge least significant bit with top 8 bits of fractional part to give nine bit index. Right:
index used with float __t_table containing 512 x 1 and 1/2x 1 pairs of initial values for Newton-Raphson
√
iterative solution of x.

In the PowerPC GNU C library for sqrt the next step of the Newton-Raphson iteration for x
(i.e. x n+1 ) is calculated from the current error and the variable sy, which holds the reciprocal of the
derivative (1/f ′). See Figure 3 and formulae below:
x n2 −a
f (x )
x n+1 = x n − f ′ (xnn ) = x n − 2x
= x n + 2x1n × (−error) = x n + sy × (−error)
n
e_sqrt.c double variable sy = 2x1n
error = f (x n ) = x n2 − a
Newton-Raphson converges quadratically fast in ideal circumstances. By starting with an 8 or 9 bit
approximation each iteration improves the accuracy: 16, 32, and finally 64 bits. Thus for double
precision (52 bits, Figure 2) only three iterations are needed. Also for speed e_sqrt.c does not check
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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if it has reached the right answer at each iteration but proceeds to do all three iterations in an
unrolled loop. The final step is to restore the adjusted exponent 2 ⌊k /2⌋ .
The open source sqrt code uses a fast fixed three step Newton-Raphson approach. In addition to
an estimate of the derivative of the square root function, Newton-Raphson requires an objective
measure, x 2 , to tell it how far it has overshot. Notice, although e_sqrt.c uses a table of values, it is
not interpolating. Instead it is actually calculating the true square root to double precision accuracy
in a small number of steps. For speed, it uses the table of starting values to limit the number of
Newton-Raphson iterations needed before it converges on the right answer.
5

OPTIMISING DATA TO GENERATE CUBE ROOT CBRT

Figure 5 shows the sqrt() function we start with alongside the cube root function which we evolve
√
(note different vertical scales). Following Table 1, our goal is to create a new function, 3 , using the
already identified data table __t_sqrt. The data are readily separated into 512 pairs, so each pair
can be optimised separately, and with no need for an indirect representation. The test data and
fitness function will be described in Section 5.2.2. We will use CMA-ES (Section 5.2) and its default
genetic operators.
5.1

cbrt Manual Changes

In the spirit of complete documentation and reproducibility, we list all the manual changes, even
though there is overlap between the three new functions.
Whilst in [38] no code changes were needed and here we are primarily concerned with adjusting
data values, nevertheless a few changes to the existing PowerPC sqrt code (Appendix A) were
made by hand so that it could support cbrt. (Similar changes were needed for binary logarithm
log2 , Section 6.2, and and reciprocal square root x −1/2 , Section 7.2.) For cbrt:
• Various powerPC optimisations were disabled.
√
• Replaced the trap for negative numbers by returning − 3 −x if x is negative.
• Division of the exponent part of double precision numbers by three is rather more tricky
than division by two. Keeping track of the remainder required the multiplication or division
√
√23
by 3 2 or 2 (Section 5.3). The existing constants CBRT2 and SQR_CBRT2 were used.
• The GNU sqrt implementation in sysdeps/powerpc/fpu/e_sqrt.c that we start from, uses
a right shift to do two operations. Firstly to divide the exponent by two. And secondly to
combine the least significant bit of the exponent with the top eight bits of the fractional part,
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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Fig. 6. GI takes half of the open source table for calculating sqrt (__t_sqrt, 1..2, left, also Appendix A) and
uses it to seed CMA-ES 512 times (__t_cbrt, 1..2, right). Since half __t_sqrt is 256 pairs of values, GI creates
the missing 256 pairs of seeds by interpolating between adjacent pairs.

forming a nine bit index into the table (see Figures 4 and 6), effectively mapping numbers
in the range 0.5 to 2 onto the table. The more tricky division by three led to the decision to
exclude the exponent and to just use the top nine bits of the fractional part as the table index.
So numbers in the range 1 to 2 are mapped onto the table, see also Figure 10.
• The constant almost_half was replaced by new constant almost_third = 0.3333333333333334.
• As in e_sqrt.c, the infrequently used recursive code to deal with tiny denormalised numbers
(denorm:) multiplies by 2108 . This makes the input bigger by adding 108 to the exponent. To
compensate and return the right value, we now divide the result by the cube root of 2108
108 ). The division is implemented as multiplication by the
(rather than the square root of 2√
3
reciprocal. I.e. multiplication by 2−108 = 2−36 .
5.2

Automatic Changes to cbrt Data Table using CMA-ES

The __t_sqrt table contains 512 pairs of float. The top 256 correspond to numbers in the range
1 to 2. These were used as start points when evolving the 512 pairs of float in the new table
__t_cbrt (see Figure 6).
The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy algorithm (CMA-ES [17]) was downloaded
from https://github.com/cma-es/c-cmaes/archive/master.zip It was set up to fill the new __t_cbrt
table one pair (N=2) at a time. Each pair being initially set to either the corresponding pair of values
in __t_sqrt or the mean of two adjacent pairs. The initial mutation step sizes used by CMA-ES were
both set (pairwise) to 3.0 times the standard deviation calculated from the 512 pairs of numbers in
__t_sqrt.
5.2.1 cbrt CMA-ES Parameters. The CMA-ES defaults (cmaes_initials.par) were used, except: the
problem size (N 2), the initial values and mutation sizes were loaded from __t_sqrt (see previous
section) and various small values concerned with run termination were set to zero (stopFitness,
stopTolFun, stopTolFunHist, stopTolX). The initial seed used for pseudo random numbers was also
set externally.
5.2.2 cbrt Fitness Function. CMA-ES is run separately for each of the 512 bins. Each bin corresponds
to a pair of values in __t_cbrt. The search for an optimal pair was guided by the fitness function, see
Figures 7 and 8. Each time CMA-ES proposed a pair of values, their fitness is assessed by loading
them into __t_cbrt and running the cbrt code with the modified __t_cbrt on three test points.
Three test points gives a good tradeoff between simplicity, run time, reliability and avoiding
over fitting. They were: the lowest value for the __t_cbrt entry, the mid point and the top most
value. As we shall see these three points were sufficient to avoid over fitting. The cbrt function
was called (using the updated __t_cbrt) for each and a sub-fitness value calculated with each of the
three returned double. The sub-fitnesses were combined by adding them.
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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Fig. 7. Plot of one subfitness v. |diff |. Greater than 1 (note discontinuity) subfitness is linear in |diff | and < 1
it is logarithmic in |diff |. The evolving cbrt is run on each test point x and the difference |(cbrt(x))3 − x | found.
The goal is to minimise all of the differences. (Note log horizontal scale with perfect solution |diff |=0 in the
left hand corner.) Total fitness given by summing subfitness for each of three test points. See also Figure 8.

Each sub-fitness took the output of cbrt, cubed it and took the absolute difference between this
and the corresponding test value. If they were the same, the sub-fitness is 0, otherwise it was
positive. Since when cbrt is working well, the differences are very small, they were re-scaled for
CMA-ES. If the absolute difference was less than one, its log was taken, otherwise the absolute
value was used. However, in both cases, to prevent the sub-fitness from being negative, log of the
smallest feasible non-zero difference DBL_EPSILON was subtracted. However, more recent work
suggests that CMA-ES may not require log scaling [22].
CMA-ES stopped when the difference on all three test points was zero.
5.2.3 cbrt Restart Strategy. When CMA-ES failed to find a pair of values for which all three test
cases pass, it was run again with the same initial starting position and mutation size, but a new
pseudo random number seed. Mostly CMA-ES found a suitable pair in one run, but in 107 of 512
cases it was run more than once. (In no case was CMA-ES run more than 4 times on a particular
pair.)
Figure 9 shows the cbrt optimised values for the pairs of table values compared to the starting
seed values taken from the GNU library values (horizontal axis). Although Figure 9 shows, for cbrt,
the final values are close to the initial seed values, later work [22] suggests seeding CMA-ES is
perhaps not essential and CMA-ES can optimise the table values without seeding.
5.3

Testing the Evolved cbrt Function

The cbrt testing strategy (below) will also be used for binary logarithm log2 , Section 6.4, and
reciprocal square root x −1/2 , Section 7.4.
ACM Transactions on Evolutionary Learning and Optimization, , Vol. 1, No. 2, Article 7. Publication date: July 2021.
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Fig. 8. Example fitness landscape for 3 x (goal is to minimise). This fitness guides CMA-ES to find a pair
′
of x,x values for the first bin in __t_cbrt (x=1.0). The other test points for this bin are x + 1/1024, and
≈ x + 1/512 (i.e. min, mid point and max value). The pair of x,x ′ values chosen by CMA-ES must give zero
error (subfitness = 0, Figure 7) on all three test points for this bin. In total there are 512 bins, which are solved
individually.

The pairs of float values found by CMA-ES are shown in Figure 10. The glibc-2.27 powerPC
IEEE754 table-based double sqrt function should produce answers within one bit of the correct
solution. On 1 536 tests of large integers (≈ 1016 ) designed to test each of the 512 bins 3 times
(minimum, maximum and a randomly chosen point) the largest discrepancy between (cbrt(x)**3)
and x was three (i.e. 6.66 10−16 ). In all tests, including those described in the rest of this section, this
only arose when the exponent part of the double was not a multiple of 3. This requires the cbrt
√
√
2
code to do an extra multiply or divide by 3 2 or 3 2 (i.e. CBRT2 or SQR_CBRT2, see Section 5.1),
apparently resulting in additional loss of precision.
As well as ad-hoc testing, and the large positive integer tests mentioned in the previous paragraph,
cbrt was tested with 5 120 random numbers uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 (the largest
deviation was two3 ), 5 120 random scientific notation numbers (e.g. 1.998343e-302) and 5 120 random
64 bit patterns. Half the random scientific notation numbers were negative and half positive. Half
were smaller than one and half larger. The exponent was chosen uniformly at random from the
range 0 to |308|. In one case a random 64 bit pattern corresponded to NAN (Not-A-Number) and
cbrt correctly returned NAN. In most cases cbrt returned a double, which when cubed was its input
or within one bit of it. In some cases the cubed answer was two from the input. The maximum
deviation was three.
6

LOG2

Unlike the deep parameter tuning work by Wu et al. [67], our goal is not to improve existing
functionality but to use the framework to create new functionality. Also it is related to data
3

2 at the least significant part of IEEE754 double precision corresponds to 4.44 10−16 .
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Fig. 9. Plot showing modification from sqrt table values (horizontal axis) to give corresponding cbrt table
√
√
value (vertical axis). 512 CMA-ES runs. “Theory” lines given by analytic approaches comparing 2 x and 3 x
and their derivatives.

transplanting as almost all the changes are related to numbers rather than to code (c.f. program
transplanting [42],[41]) as data are transferred from the square root function to log2 (Figure 11).
However they are heavily adapted by CMA-ES [17] once in their new home.
It should be pointed out that log is a very well known function and there are existing computationally efficient ways to calculate it. Here we use it only as an example.
We extend the interesting class of programs that can be created from existing programs primarily
by automatically changing data embedded within them using optimisation techniques to include
log2 . As with the previous example (Section 5) we can use Table 1 as a guide. Naturally it leads to
similar design choices. The next sections, where we describe the experiment which evolved log2
from the GNU C library sqrt, follow a similar structure to cbrt in Sections 5.1 to 5.3. However at
the end of Section 6.4 we conclude that there are probably simpler implementations of loд2 .
6.1

Evolving log2 Data Table via CMA-ES

As cbrt above, we use the existing glibc table driven implementation of the square root function
sqrt and mutate the constant values in sqrt’s table to give a table driven implementation of the
logarithm to base 2 function (log2).
6.2

log2 Manual Changes

As mentioned in Section 5.1, we are primarily concerned with adjusting data values but some
changes to the existing powerPC sqrt code, Appendix A, were made by hand so that it could support
log2:
• Various powerPC optimisations were disabled.
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Fig. 10. 512 x,derivative of x pairs of numbers found by CMA-ES for __t_cbrt. Horizontal axis is the normalised
argument of cbrt which corresponds to each x,x ′ pair in __t_cbrt.
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• For simplicity the trap for negative numbers is implemented by failing an assert4 .
• Since log2 (2k × x) = k + log2 (x), e_sqrt.c’s division of the exponent part of double precision
numbers by two is replaced by simply adding its value to the final result.
• As with cbrt, the top nine bits of the fractional part are used as the table index. Thus numbers
in the range 1 to 2 are mapped onto the table’s 512 entries. See also Figure 13.
4 The

GNU C library provides a sophisticated but complicated mechanism for raising exceptions, which would have to be
used if the GI version of log2 were to be incorporated back into glibc.
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Fig. 12. Plot showing modification from sqrt table values (horizontal axis) to give corresponding log2 table
value (vertical axis). 512 CMA-ES runs. (Diagonal blue line shows x=y, i.e. no change.)

• The Newton-Raphson objective function for sqrt (i.e. x 2 ) is replaced by 2x . Since the derivative
of log2(x) can be calculated exactly from x (using the existing constant M_LOG2El), it is not
necessary to store it in the table or to estimate it or update the current estimate. Hence the
table need only contain 512 values (rather than 512 pairs of values) and so the lines of code
to maintain variables sy, sy2 and e can be removed. Similarly the constant almost_half can
also be removed.
• e_sqrt.c, see end of Section 5.1 and Appendix A, contains infrequently used recursive code to
deal with tiny denormalised numbers (denorm:). This makes the number bigger by multiplying
by 2108 . To undo this and so return √
the correct result, the new log2 code subtracts 108,
i.e. log2 (2108 ), (in place of dividing by 2108 ) to give the final result.
6.3

Evolving the log2 Data Table with CMA-ES

The __t_sqrt table contains 512 pairs of float. In e_sqrt.c each pair is the start point and starting
derivative for the fixed iteration Newton-Raphson algorithm. As before, Section 5.2, only float
precision is needed for the start points. Newton-Raphson will converge rapidly to double precision
accuracy. By exploiting the IEEE754 floating point representation, the sqrt code converts all input
x values into one of 512 possible starting bins. Each corresponding to an entry in __t_sqrt. For the
new log2 code we do not need start values for the derivative, so the new table __t_log2 becomes
512 float, which we are going to evolve using CMA-ES [17].
The top 256 __t_sqrt pairs correspond to numbers in the range 1 to 2. They become CMA-ES’s
initial (seed) value when it evolved the new table __t_log2. (CMA-ES is run 512 times, see Figure 12).
CMA-ES was set up to fill the float table one at a time. As with cbrt, Section 5.2, each value is
initially set to either the corresponding value in __t_sqrt or the mean of two adjacent pairs. The
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initial mutation step size used by CMA-ES was set to 3.0 times the standard deviation calculated
from the first of each of the 512 pairs of numbers in __t_sqrt.
6.3.1 CMA-ES Parameters for log2. The same CMA-ES parameters as were used for cbrt, Section 5.2.1, were used for log2, except the problem is one dimensional (i.e. N 1) rather than 2.
6.3.2 CMA-ES log2 Fitness Function. The log2 fitness function follows that used for cbrt, Section 5.2.2. Each time CMA-ES proposes a value (N=1), it is converted into a float and loaded into
__t_log2 at the location that CMA-ES is currently trying to optimise. The fitness function uses three
fixed test double values in the range 1.0 to 2.0. These are: the lowest value for the __t_log2 entry,
the mid point and the top most value. Our log2 function is called (using the updated __t_log2) for
each and a sub-fitness value calculated with each of the three returned double. The sub-fitnesses
are combined by adding them.
Each sub-fitness takes the output of our log2, and takes the absolute difference between this and
the GNU log2 library function. If they are the same, the sub-fitness is 0, otherwise it is positive.
Since when our log2 is working well, the differences are very small, they are re-scaled for CMA-ES.
If the absolute difference is less than one, its (natural) log is taken, otherwise the absolute value
is used. In both cases (i.e. as long as the difference is not zero), to prevent the sub-fitness being
negative, log of the smallest feasible (i.e. encountered) non-zero difference is subtracted (i.e. a
constant, 40.0, is added).
CMA-ES will stop when the fitness is zero. That is, the difference on all three test points is zero.
6.3.3 log2 Restart Strategy. Although a restart strategy was provided (as Section 5.2.3), in all 512
runs CMA-ES found a value for which all three test cases passed. Again the first reported solution
was used. (Total run time 6 seconds).
6.4

Testing the Evolved log2 Function

The float values found by CMA-ES are shown in Figure 13. Figure 13 makes plain, that for a
function as smooth as logarithm, no great care is needed in starting Newton-Raphson and more-orless any reasonable value would do. Nonetheless we will continue to show that our evolved table
driven version of the binary logarithm works as well as the GNU C library’s log2. The glibc-2.27
powerPC IEEE754 table-based double sqrt function is supposed to produce answers within one
bit of the correct solution. On 1 536 tests of large integers (≈ 1016 ) designed to test each of the 512
bins 3 times (minimum, maximum and a randomly chosen point) our GI log2 always came within
DBL_EPSILON (i.e. 2.2 10−16 ) of the correct answer.
As well as the large positive integer tests mentioned in the previous paragraph, our log2 was
tested with 5 120 random numbers uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 (the largest deviation
was in the least significant part of IEEE 754 double precision corresponding to 4.44 10−16 ). It was
also tested on 5 120 random scientific notation numbers and 5 120 random 64 bit patterns. Half
the random scientific notation numbers were negative and half positive. Half were smaller than
one and half larger. The exponent was chosen uniformly at random from the range 0 to |308|. In
one case a random 64 bit pattern corresponded to NAN (Not-A-Number) and our log2 correctly
returned NAN. In all other cases our log2 returned a double, which when fed into the GNU C
library exp2 function gave its input exactly or gave a number within one bit of the closest value
which could be inverted by exp2 to yield the original value.
In order to calculate the next iteration, Newton-Raphson requires an objective function (Figure 3),
we use exp2 in the objective function. Naturally this limits the usefulness of the Newton-Raphson
approach for log2. f (x) = log2 (x) = log(x)/log(2) so the derivative is f ′(x) = 1/(x log(2)) and so
the reciprocal needed by Newton-Raphson is 1/f ′(x) = x log(2), which can be easily calculated.
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Fig. 13. 512 numbers found by CMA-ES for use as start points for Newton-Raphson three step calculation of
the binary logarithm, i.e. the values in the float array __t_log2. The horizontal axis is the normalised input
to log2 corresponding to each value in __t_log2.

Whereas in sqrt (and our cbrt) Newton-Raphson maintains and refines an estimate of 1/derivative
at each step. Removing the code to do this greatly simplifies our GI log2. Further Figure 13 suggests
that CMA-ES had almost no work to do and any reasonable estimate of log2, such as x − 1, would
perhaps be sufficient. This would also allow the removal of the whole of the __t_log2 table of start
values and deleting even more of the glibc sqrt source code.
7

1

QUAKE AND x − 2

Quake was a first person shooter video game from the end of the second millenium C.E. It was
designed to run on single user consumer electronics, such as personal computers and home video
game consoles. For our purposes, it is noteworthy because it made extensive use of the reciprocal
1
square root function (x − 2 ) in computer illumination calculations at a time when lack of hardware
1
support made x − 2 expensive to compute. To produce high quality video displays many such
calculations are needed. And yet there is very little time for calculation if the software is to achieve
satisfactory interactive real-time response and refresh the user’s video display at an acceptable rate.
Quake solved this computational bottleneck by using a fast approximation to the reciprocal square
1
root5 . Today graphics cards (GPUs) provide hardware support for x − 2 specifically for interactive
video games like Quake.
− 12
The GNU C library does
√ not include invsqrt (x ). Although invsqrt can be readily calculated by
taking the reciprocal of x. Nonetheless even on powerful modern processors, typically division is
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_inverse_square_root
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more expensive than multiplication. Not all processors provide hardware support for sqrt. Although
hardware support for division is common, it need not be universal and may be provided by expensive
software emulation. As computing becomes ubiquitous, with the internet-of-things and in particular
mote computing, there will be a demand to run increasingly sophisticated algorithms (such as
computer vision and machine learning) which may require vector normalisation on non-standard
hardware lacking support for some mathematics functions and basic facilities we usually take for
granted (such as a power supply). Hence there may be a demand for non-conventional mathematics
implementations possibly providing unconventional trade-offs with energy consumption [40] or
accuracy [59, 64] and a software based solution may be preferred to hardware circuits, such as [21].
As before (Sections 5 and 6) we can follow Table 1. We again start from e_sqrt.c (Appendix A) and
use CMA-ES plus manual code changes to evolve a double precision table driven implementation
1
of the reciprocal square root function x − 2 (Figure 14).
√
The following section (7.1) explains how to convert e_sqrt.c into 1/ x using manual changes
(Section 7.2) and evolution (7.3). Section 7.4 shows the new function produces valid answers. We
finish Section 7 with a comparison with Quake (Section 7.5) and discussion of possible other uses
1
of x − 2 (Section 7.6).
7.1

1

Evolving invsqrt x − 2

1

7.1.1 Newton-Raphson Solves x − 2 . The function whose root we want is f (x) =
value of x = √ 1 ?) The derivative of f (x) is f ′(x) = −2
.
x3

1
x2

−input. (I.e. what

input

The first iteration of Newton-Raphson (Section 4.1) is:
f (x )
x 2 = x 1 − f ′ (x11 )


x3
x 2 = x 1 + x12 − input × 21
1
(x −x 3 input)
x 2 = x 1 + 1 12
1
Notice this formulation means we do not need to estimate x − 2 for the derivative and so we can
avoid maintaining an estimate of its reciprocal but at the cost of three multiplications. Future
GI work might seek optimal processor specific tradeoffs between memory needed to hold the
Newton-Raphson estimate of the reciprocal of the derivative and processing time.
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Fig. 15. Evolved change from sqrt table values (horizontal axis) to corresponding invsqrt table value (vertical
axis). 512 successful CMA-ES runs. (Diagonal blue line shows y=x, i.e. no change.)

7.2

invsqrt Manual Changes

As with cbrt and log2 (Sections 5.1 and 6.2) a small number of similar changes are needed before
running evolution on the data table.
• The construction of the nine bit indexing operation is essentially unchanged but must take
into account the table contains 512 float single values, not 512 pairs of float.
• The code to maintain the estimate of the reciprocal of the derivative was commented out.
• The new formula (Section 7.1.1) for the Newton-Raphson step is used (three times).
• The exponent part of the original floating point number must not only be divided by two (as
in e_sqrt.c) but also must be negated. Since the IEEE 754 standard uses 11 unsigned bits to
represent the exponent, this is accomplished by a right shift and then subtracting from the
mid point (1023 = 2(11−1) − 1).
• Dealing with denormalised double precision numbers is accomplished as in e_sqrt.c except
the constant 2−54 is replaced by 254 (see end of Appendix A).
7.3

1

CMA-ES Evolves x − 2 Data Table

The __t_sqrt table contains 512 pairs of float, corresponding to numbers in the range 0.5 to 2. The
first of each pair was used as the start point when evolving the 512 float in the new table (see
Figures 15 and 16).
We again use CMA-ES with initial values and the initial mutation step size based on __t_sqrt
(Section 5.2).
7.3.1 invsqrt CMA-ES Parameters. The same CMA-ES parameters as were used for log2, Sec1
tion 6.3.1, were reused for x − 2 .
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Fig. 16. 512 GI table values. Starts for 3 iterations of Newton-Raphson calculation of x − 2 .
1

7.3.2 invsqrt Fitness Function. The CMA-ES used for x − 2 is similar to that used for cbrt, Section 5.2.2,
and log2, Section 6.3.2, but as there are some difference in detail we next give a full description of it.
Each time CMA-ES proposes a value (N=1), it is converted from a double into a float and loaded
into the table at the location that CMA-ES is currently trying to optimise. The fitness function uses
three test double values in the range 0.5 to 2.0. These are: the lowest value for the table entry, the
mid point and the top most value. The manually written code is called (using the updated table) for
each and a sub-fitness value calculated with each of the three returned double. The sub-fitnesses
are combined by adding them.
Each sub-fitness takes the output of manual code, and reverses it (i.e. squares it and then takes
the reciprocal) and takes the difference between this and the corresponding test value. Of course if
everything is working then they are the same. If they are the same, the sub-fitness is 0, otherwise it
is positive. Since when invsqrt is working well, the differences are very small, they are re-scaled for
CMA-ES. If the absolute difference is less than one, its natural log is taken, otherwise the absolute
value is used. However, in both cases, to prevent the sub-fitness being negative, log of the smallest
feasible non-zero difference DBL_EPSILON is subtracted.
CMA-ES will stop when the difference on all three test points is zero.
Since all the calculations are done as double precision approximations a certain degree of
rounding inaccuracy can be expected. If the difference is really small, it may be treated as zero. To
decide if the difference is small enough, the reverse operation is repeated for the double slightly
bigger (i.e. larger = multiplied by 1+DBL_EPSILON) and slightly smaller (i.e. smaller = divided by
1+DBL_EPSILON) to give two new differences. The original answer is treated as close as possible
to the right answer, i.e. fitness is zero, if either: 1) the original difference was zero or smaller than
both the absolute difference of either smaller or larger. Or 2) the original difference is no more than
2×DBL_EPSILON and it lies between d_smaller and d_larger.
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Fig. 17. CMA-ES finds it very easy to evolve 512 new start points for x − 2 when starting with data for x 2 .
(Mean 38.8 fitness evaluation.) There is no strong correlation with change to initial seed value (Figure 15).
However all 20 of the runs which were restarted (×) are for x>1.

7.3.3 invsqrt Avoiding Returning Negative Values. Notice all the steps in the fitness function (previous section) do not require comparison with an existing implementation. They take a purest
approach of taking the inverse function (f −1 (x) = x −2 ) and seeing how closely f −1 (y) resembles
the initial input. But notice f −1 (x) is not monotonic. In particular f −1 (−x) = f −1 (x). Thus from
a mathematical perspective
√ if y is a solution, then so too is −y. In one run evolution found such
negative solutions to 1/ x. Although mathematically sound, programming standards would not
allow negative values. √
Therefore the fitness function was adjusted, so that negative numbers appear
to be distant from 1/ x, by adding 2x to the fitness objective. (Remember 0.5 ≤ x < 2 during
testing and CMA-ES is minimising.)
7.3.4 invsqrt Restart Strategy. We use the cbrt restart strategy, Section 5.2.3. That is, if CMA-ES
fails to find a suitable value for any of the 512 table values, it is run again with a different pseudo
random seed but with the same initial starting position and mutation step size. In 494 of 512 cases
CMA-ES found a suitable value in one run, but in 16 cases it was run twice, and in 2 it was run
three times. To run CMA-ES 532 times took six seconds in total. Figures 17 and 18 shows the effort
reported by CMA-ES for each evolutionary run.
7.4

Testing the Evolved invsqrt

Testing is based on that for cbrt, Section 5.3, and log2, Section 6.4. Similarly in all cases invsqrt
produced a correct double precision answer.
On 1 536 tests of large integers (≈1016 ) designed to test each of the 512 bins 3 times (minimum,
maximum and a randomly chosen point) our GI invsqrt always came within a relative error of
DBL_EPSILON (i.e. 2.22 10−16 ) of the best possible answer.
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Fig. 18. Histogram (bin size 4) of number fitness evaluations per run for successful runs and for 20 runs
which did not find an acceptable solution. Data as Figure 17. Excluding where CMA-ES was restarted (blue
dashed line), search time for 1 < x < 2 (black dashed line) is similar to 0.5 < x < 1 (red solid line).

As well as ad-hoc testing, and the large positive integer tests mentioned in the previous paragraph,
invsqrt was tested with 5 120 random numbers uniformly distributed between 1.0 and 2.0. (The
largest relative deviation was 1.5 DBL_EPSILON.) It was also tested on 5 120 random scientific
notation numbers and 5 120 random 64 bit patterns. Half the random scientific notation numbers
were negative and half positive. Half were smaller than one and half larger. The exponent was chosen
uniformly at random from the range 0 to |308|. In one case a random 64 bit pattern corresponded to
NAN (Not-A-Number) and invsqrt correctly returned NAN. Again, in most cases invsqrt returned
a double, which when squared and inverted was its input or within one bit of it. The maximum
deviation from from the best possible answer was two in the fractional part, Figure 2 (i.e. a maximum
relative error of DBL_EPSILON).
7.5

Comparison with Quake

The Quake (Section 7) fast inverted square root code, InvSqrt, was downloaded from stack overflow6
and subject to the same tests as the evolved invsqrt (Section 7.4). In terms of functionality Quake’s
InvSqrt is far worse:
• Quake InvSqrt gave the correct result to floating point precision in only 45 of the 16 903 tests.
Often the result is up to 0.17% out. Unsurprisingly it never gave an answer correct to double
precision accuracy.
• Quake InvSqrt does not deal with negative numbers. It may return inf but there are cases
where it returns an incorrect floating point number.
6 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/268853/is-it-possible-to-write-quakes-fast-invsqrt-function-in-c

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_inverse_square_root (11 March 2019).

See also Q_rsqr in
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Fig. 19. Example of IEEE 754 single precision floating-point format (Wikipedia).

• Unsurprisingly Quake InvSqrt does not deal with double precision numbers outside the range
of floating point precision (cf. Figures 2 and 19). It has odd behaviour for numbers smaller
than 1.5 10−37 and bigger than 3.3 1038 .
7.6

Other uses of invsqrt
1

Uses of the reciprocal square root function (invsqrt or x − 2 ) include computer graphics, artificial
neural networks and machine learning, e.g. to normalise vectors.
8

DISCUSSION

There is some similarity with deep parameter tuning (also known as Deep Parameter Optimisation)
[67][66][56][65][8][7][63][5]. Wu’s deep parameter tuning [66, 67] uses search based techniques
to both expose and then tune values buried in existing source code. However Wu [67] deals with
relatively few parameters, rather than more than five hundred. Also [67] seeks to tune existing
functionality rather than, as here, to use data changes to create a new function, or to transplant
existing functionality from one program to another [42][51][18].
Sections 2 and 3 and the previous paragraph have briefly covered the existing literature. They
make clear that, apart from our own recent work [38] [35] [36] [28], the problem of automatic
update of values embedded in existing software has been little studied.
Nowadays where much of software development is performed as continuous integration (CI),
it may not be clear where the boundaries between development, bug-fixing and maintenance
lies. Nonetheless the cost of software maintenance remains staggering. It is not uncommon for
programs to contain, sometimes large numbers of, embedded constants. These may be critical to
the software’s performance, and, although the problem has been known for a long time [45], there
is as of yet very little research on automatically maintaining them.
Even parameters given by scientific measurement can be subject to change in just a few years [38].
In the case of one well used scientific package (ViennaRNA [35]), there are more than 50 000 integers
which represent scientific knowledge. They had been deliberately corralled, to separate them in the
source code, so that they could be updated as knowledge of the science increases. However, due
to the expert manual effort involved, they had been updated by hand only once in several years,
during which the software has been in routine use around the world. As an initial demonstration,
we were able to show search based techniques could automatically update these compile time
constants [38]. Andronescu et al. [3] have also automatically updated these parameters. They used
constraint optimization. Nevertheless, our GI did significantly better [38, Fig. 4].
Section 4 expands parameter maintenance to the novel idea of creating new system software
from existing functions via automated parameter tuning. Although we have used CMA-ES for our
demonstration functions there are analytic approaches (note close agreement between CMA-ES and
“Theory” in Figures 9, 10, 12, 13 and 16) which might have been used. Nonetheless these functions
add further demonstrations of the power of evolutionary computation to optimise data embedded
within existing programs. Sections 5 and 7 used CMA-ES to automatically adapt 1024 or 512 float
constants, giving rise to cbrt and 1/sqrt, which do not currently exist in the C run time library
(although cbrt is available√in C++). Whilst in Section 6 our technique is demonstrated evolving data
for log2. By considering 3 x, log2 and 1/sqrt(x), we have shown our framework can be adapted
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to provide new mathematics double functions [36],[27],[32] where there is an objective function,
e.g. the inverse operation.7 We can view these as mostly a demonstration of what evolution can do
and from a practical point of view perhaps it will prove most useful for porting existing functions
to different hardware, possibly lacking direct mathematics support. For Newton-Raphson to be
attractive, the function would have to have be sufficiently non-linear and have a fast objective
√√ √
measure. Perhaps 5 , 7 , 11 ... (with objective functions x 5 , x 7 , x 11 ...). The framework could be adapted
to the trigonometric mathematics functions again by using the inverse function as the objective
but to be useful the objective must either be computationally cheap or readily available (ideally
both). However Taylor series expansion may be a practical alternative to Newton-Raphson. Also
the availability of small (e.g. 4K bytes) of fast memory, e.g. within core, might suit this approach.
In very limited computing environments (e.g. tiny, ≈1 millimetre, processors such as smart dust,
mote computing) it may be impossible to host GLIBC and there may be very limited electrical
power for computation. There could still be realtime requirements, (e.g. track object, decide if it is
near, close lens cap only if need be) which require a limited mathematics library. This limitation
could take two forms. 1) Restrictions on inputs. E.g. angles are limited to −15◦ to +15◦ by the
camera aperture. 2) Only a few combinations of functions are needed. This approach might be
able to create an efficient implementation of such novel composite functions of no more than
the required accuracy [12]. The inherent flexibility of software might mean that a novel bespoke
software approach might be competitive with a custom hardware integrated circuit (ASIC) approach
and still fit in a small read only memory (e.g. 4K bytes). If read only memory is very limited the
tables might be reduced from 4K bytes to 256 bytes by using an 8 bit index into the table of start
values (rather than 9 bits) and storing start values with 8 bit precision (rather than in 32 bit floats).
Previously [38] we have demonstrated using Genetic Improvement to adapt 50 000 parameters
to new scientific knowledge may be possible but time consuming. Section 5 showed in less than
five minutes evolution can adapt more than a thousand continuous values, whereas Sections 6.3.3
and 7.3.4 showed in a few seconds it can adapt several hundred continuous values.
Although testing cannot show the absence of bugs [16], software testing is indispensable for all
software development [2, page 1979]. Testing is the de facto way of gaining confidence in software.
It is notable that the the GNU C runtime library release kit comes with copious tests. The very
directed testing in the fitness function hits the “edge cases”. That is, in addition to the mid point, it
is precisely set to exactly test the extremities of each bin. After running CMA-ES, we have also
used extensive testing to show that in normal operation (i.e. given a regular number) the functions
return the correct double precision values. Excluding faults in the underlying hardware, we can be
reasonably confident of our testing because once we exclude errors and special cases (e.g. negative
inputs, inf and denormalised numbers), e_sqrt.c is just one linear sequence of instructions, which
we have exercised thousands of times. As the functions of interest are well behaved in the range
0.5 to 2.0 and part of our testing covers the extrema of the individual bins as well as internal points,
we can feel confident in the use of Newton-Raphson in normal operation. However, as mentioned
above, e.g. in Section 6.2, we would want to make changes to the existing crude error reporting
mechanism if the GI functions were used in the GNU C library.
The existing testing covers error conditions, inf and some denormalised numbers. However,
as these are handled by separate code branches, before the GI code was used in a public general
purpose library, the owners of the library would perhaps want to assure themselves that these side
branches were also sufficiently tested. In particular since, the IEEE 754 double precision representation includes two types of infinity (positive and negative), many NAN and denormalised values, the
√
may be that the framework is sufficiently robust, that the task of evolving another function e.g. 5 x , (possibly without
the requirement to normalise the double precision numbers) might be posed as an exercise for talented students.

7 It
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Table 2. Results

Start
Evolved√
3
sqrt → cbrt()
x
sqrt → log2()
log2 x
sqrt → invsqrt() x −1/2

description
Section 5
Section 6
Section 7

accuracy
double precision, i.e. ≤6.7 10−16
double precision, i.e. ≤2.2 10−16
double precision, i.e. ≤2.2 10−16

search time
270 seconds
6 seconds
6 seconds

existing test cases for them ought to be extended. In particular since denormalised values are dealt
with by recursive code, they should be tested more intensively. This is the only recursive code in
e_sqrt.c and so, particularly in novel implementations, testing might uncover unexpected stack interactions, unrelated to the mathematical function itself. Additionally, e.g. following Markstein [43],
it may be feasible to verify our evolved functions.
We have used optimisation (in the form of CMA-ES) on the data and traditional manual methods
to change the source code. Future work might combine GI optimisation of data and source code.
Several goals, even multi-objective simultaneous goals, might be considered. For example, run time
and energy efficiency, or (particularly in mobile or ultra low resource systems) tradeoffs between
speed, memory and code size. We have internally normalised double to the range 1.0 to 2.0. Future
work could consider other internal normalisation ranges, e.g. 0.5 to 4.0.
9

CONCLUSIONS

This work hints, that in a world addicted to software, both automated data maintenance and data
transplantation could be essential new areas for optimisation research.
This approach combines minimal manual code changes (Sections 5.1, 6.2 and 7.2) and search.
Starting from existing open source code, in a few seconds optimisation was able to find 512/1024
values to transform part of the GNU C library into a range of widely used mathematical functions.
In all cases the GI functions produced a correct double precision answer (see Table 2).
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ORIGINAL CODE E_SQRT.C, FOR GLIBC 2.27 POWERPC SQRT

__builtin_fma() is a C compiler builtin library routine for efficiently doing multiply and add
operations together.
fesetenv_register() and fegetenv_register() are system dependent macros to set and get
the current floating-point environment.
relax_fenv_state() is a system dependent macro to set 1) the rounding mode to “round to
nearest”; 2) the processor into IEEE mode; and 3) prevent exceptions from being raised for inexact
results.
__feraiseexcept() is a system dependent macro which is part of the GNU C library’s exception
handling. (Here dealing with attempts to take the square root of a negative double.)
f_wash() is a system dependent macro to 1) sets the appropriate Floating-point Status and
Control Register bits for its parameter, 2) converts signaling NaN (sNaN) to the corresponding
quiet NaN (qNaN), and 3) otherwise passes its parameter through unchanged (in particular, -0 and
+0 stay as they were).
static
static
static
static
static
extern

const
const
const
const
const
const

double almost_half = 0.5000000000000001; /* 0.5 + 2^-53 */
ieee_float_shape_type a_nan = {.word = 0x7fc00000 };
ieee_float_shape_type a_inf = {.word = 0x7f800000 };
float two108 = 3.245185536584267269e+32;
float twom54 = 5.551115123125782702e-17;
float __t_sqrt[1024];

/* The method is based on a description in
Computation of elementary functions on the IBM RISC System/6000 processor,
P. W. Markstein, IBM J. Res. Develop, 34(1) 1990.
Basically, it consists of two interleaved Newton-Raphson approximations,
one to find the actual square root, and one to find its reciprocal
without the expense of a division operation. The tricky bit here
is the use of the POWER/PowerPC multiply-add operation to get the
required accuracy with high speed.
The argument reduction works by a combination of table lookup to
obtain the initial guesses, and some careful modification of the
generated guesses (which mostly runs on the integer unit, while the
Newton-Raphson is running on the FPU). */
double
__slow_ieee754_sqrt (double x)
{
const float inf = a_inf.value;
if (x > 0)
{
/* schedule the EXTRACT_WORDS to get separation between the store
and the load. */
ieee_double_shape_type ew_u;
ieee_double_shape_type iw_u;
ew_u.value = (x);
if (x != inf)
{
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/* Variables named starting with 's' exist in the
argument-reduced space, so that 2 > sx >= 0.5,
1.41... > sg >= 0.70.., 0.70.. >= sy > 0.35... .
Variables named ending with 'i' are integer versions of
floating-point values. */
double sx; /* The value of which we're trying to find the
square root. */
double sg, g; /* Guess of the square root of x. */
double sd, d; /* Difference between the square of the guess and x.
double sy; /* Estimate of 1/2g (overestimated by 1ulp). */
double sy2; /* 2*sy */
double e; /* Difference between y*g and 1/2 (se = e * fsy). */
double shx; /* == sx * fsg */
double fsg; /* sg*fsg == g. */
fenv_t fe; /* Saved floating-point environment (stores rounding
mode and whether the inexact exception is
enabled). */
uint32_t xi0, xi1, sxi, fsgi;
const float *t_sqrt;
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*/

fe = fegetenv_register ();
/* complete the EXTRACT_WORDS (xi0,xi1,x) operation. */
xi0 = ew_u.parts.msw;
xi1 = ew_u.parts.lsw;
relax_fenv_state ();
sxi = (xi0 & 0x3fffffff) | 0x3fe00000;
/* schedule the INSERT_WORDS (sx, sxi, xi1) to get separation
between the store and the load. */
iw_u.parts.msw = sxi;
iw_u.parts.lsw = xi1;
t_sqrt = __t_sqrt + (xi0 >> (52 - 32 - 8 - 1) & 0x3fe);
sg = t_sqrt[0];
sy = t_sqrt[1];
/* complete the INSERT_WORDS (sx, sxi, xi1) operation. */
sx = iw_u.value;
/* Here we have three Newton-Raphson iterations each of a
division and a square root and the remainder of the
argument reduction, all interleaved.
*/
sd = -__builtin_fma (sg, sg, -sx);
fsgi = (xi0 + 0x40000000) >> 1 & 0x7ff00000;
sy2 = sy + sy;
sg = __builtin_fma (sy, sd, sg); /* 16-bit approximation to
sqrt(sx). */
/* schedule the INSERT_WORDS (fsg, fsgi, 0) to get separation
between the store and the load. */
INSERT_WORDS (fsg, fsgi, 0);
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iw_u.parts.msw = fsgi;
iw_u.parts.lsw = (0);
e = -__builtin_fma (sy, sg, -almost_half);
sd = -__builtin_fma (sg, sg, -sx);
if ((xi0 & 0x7ff00000) == 0)
goto denorm;
sy = __builtin_fma (e, sy2, sy);
sg = __builtin_fma (sy, sd, sg); /* 32-bit approximation to
sqrt(sx). */
sy2 = sy + sy;
/* complete the INSERT_WORDS (fsg, fsgi, 0) operation. */
fsg = iw_u.value;
e = -__builtin_fma (sy, sg, -almost_half);
sd = -__builtin_fma (sg, sg, -sx);
sy = __builtin_fma (e, sy2, sy);
shx = sx * fsg;
sg = __builtin_fma (sy, sd, sg); /* 64-bit approximation to
sqrt(sx), but perhaps
rounded incorrectly. */
sy2 = sy + sy;
g = sg * fsg;
e = -__builtin_fma (sy, sg, -almost_half);
d = -__builtin_fma (g, sg, -shx);
sy = __builtin_fma (e, sy2, sy);
fesetenv_register (fe);
return __builtin_fma (sy, d, g);
denorm:
/* For denormalised numbers, we normalise, calculate the
square root, and return an adjusted result. */
fesetenv_register (fe);
return __slow_ieee754_sqrt (x * two108) * twom54;
}
}
else if (x < 0)
{
/* For some reason, some PowerPC32 processors don't implement
FE_INVALID_SQRT. */
#ifdef FE_INVALID_SQRT
__feraiseexcept (FE_INVALID_SQRT);
fenv_union_t u = { .fenv = fegetenv_register () };
if ((u.l & FE_INVALID) == 0)

#endif
__feraiseexcept (FE_INVALID);
x = a_nan.value;
}
return f_wash (x);
}
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